
Faux Text Frames 
and Sidebar Boxes
And Bevi’s “Push” Technique
Traditional text frames for sidebars, pull-quotes, reversed “bars” 
and similar formats cause problems with accessibility tags when an 
InDesign layout is exported to an accessible tagged PDF.

It’s a conversion flaw that until corrected by Adobe, will create 
 inaccessible PDF text when a text frame is anchored into another 
text frame.

Here are some design options — 3 formatting tricks — that can 
help you quickly design projects with these type of formats.

I’ve also included a sample set of styles to help you create your own 
templates with styles that use Bevi’s “Push” Technique.

Enjoy!
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Trick #1 
Faux “Bar” Heading 

Rule Above/Below

This technique is great when you need 
a heading, title, subhead, or other 
short block of text that looks as if it’s 
inside a colored frame.

It looks like a frame but it’s created by 
making an exaggerated Paragraph 
Rule above or below the paragraph.

Benefits:

• Keeps the reading order of your 
story’s text in tact, without using 
an additional anchored text frame 
that causes accessibility problems 
when exported to PDF.

• One click formatting! It’s very 
easy to use—one click and the 
paragraph is formatted. Voilá!

• Design them skinny.

• Design them tall.

• Design them to span the width of 
a full column or page.

• Design them to extend only be-
hind the actual text.

• Many “looks” from one technique.
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Trick #2 
Faux Text Box

Paragraph Shading

Need a call-out box? Or maybe just a 
highlight for some body text?

This is the feature for that!

Create a new paragraph style that au-
tomatically puts a color background 
behind the text — without an addi-
tional text or graphic frame.

Use the new Paragraph  Shading set-
tings in your paragraph style to create 
the shaded background. Set the text 
as  you normally would in Basic Char-
acter Formats, adjust the left/right 
indents in Indents and Spacing, and 
you have an instant call-out box.

Benefits

• Puts the “faux” box right in line 
with the rest of your body text so 
that you maintain an accessible, 
correct reading order in the PDF.

• One click formatting! It’s very 
easy to use—one click and the 
paragraph is formatted. Voilá!

• Play with the Paragraph Shading 
settings to create many different 
“looks.”

Use 2 paragraph styles to 
create this effect.

Heading style: use 
either a faux “bar” via a 
paragraph rule, or a skinny 
shaded paragraph. Your 
choice.

Box text style: add 
Paragraph Shading to this 
style.

Adjust the spacing 
before/after or the inset 
spacing on the paragraph 
shading to have the 2 
colors “kiss.”

New in CC:2018
Paragraph Borders

Set paragraph borders in your 
paragraph styles to create faux 
outlined text boxes. Operates 
similarly to paragraph shading.

Try it!
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Trick #3 
Create a core set of 
styles for accessibility

OK, this isn’t anything new with 
CC:2015, but it’s a new way of using 
your tools to help speed up the tasks 
of making accessible InDesign layouts 
and PDFs.

• Create a core set of styles such 
as the one shown here. Put all the 
settings for accessibility in them, 
such as your Export Tag Options.

• Save it as a template.

• Now you can either build a new 
document from this template, or 
Load Styles from this file into an 
existing InDesign layout file.

• Then just edit the styles’ fonts, 
sizes, leading, color, and all other 
visual controls and voilá! You’re 
done quick as a bunny.

Benefits:

• Do the work once, use it many 
times.

• Keeps your settings consistent 
when you need them to be.

Bevi’s Push Technique

These styles use Bevi’s “Push” 
Technique to force the text into 
the next column, frame, or page—
without adding extra characters 
or hard “breaks” encoded into the 
content.

In the Paragraph Style settings 
Keep Options, choose an option 
under Start Paragraph. 

Extra Space Above puts a tad more 
white space before the paragraph...
when you need it!  Without 
extra “blank” returns that affect 
accessibility or manual formatting 
that puts <SPAN> tags in the PDF. 

In the Paragraph Style settings 
Indents and Spacing, add more 
space before the paragraph. 


